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SCALE OP OPERATION ON FARMS

IN A NEW IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
JEPFERSON COUMY, OREGON 1949"l953
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

objective of the analysis conducted in this
theats is to focus attention on the problems associated
with acreage regulatione as they affect farmers on a
Federal Reclanmtjon Irrigation project. The district from
which the sample data were gathered is located in
efferaon County, Oregon, and is called the North Unit
Deeohute

Irrigation District.

General Scope at the Problem
The problems related to the inoidno of costs and

bOefits of an irrigation district are ci t40Z.

These

problems becoms even more complex when th. district is a

government developed project.

There are many interests
concerned in an irrigation development and often these are

conflicting interests, Th. interests of th. individual,
the state and the region as well as those of the nation
zet be conside

in the development of irrigation.

The

interrelationship of these interests will be discussed in
the thesie as they axe related to the problein of th

farmer. Limitation in aiz of farm ownership has effects
on the adjustments the farmer' can make to meet competition and changing demand for the products produced in the
dynamic economy of which

be is a part. The appLication

of water to aoi3. may make the soil very productive but
the resultant productivity may not be any better than
that enjoyed by a farmer in a more humid area.
The problems associated with the regulation In
size of ownership or irrigatea farms are involved.
will be the purpose of the following chapters to dieue
these problems and to use empirical data gathered during

a five year survey in the North Unit Deechtø Irrigation
District to describe and analyze th

CHAPTER II
RECLAMATION AND SETTLEMENT

OF THE ARID WESTERN UNITED STATE3

entered the western get1on of
the United States, they found a vast land of rolling
prairies, sage brush ds.rta, grassy plains and mountat
one regions. Thee. seventeen western states bad two out"
standing characteristics: a scant and irregular zainfa]3,
and a great deal of sunshine. There were great rivera,
which flowed to the oceans, fed by the melting snows In
the mountains. Settlers learned that to grow crops and to
maintain bornee in thee. environmental conditions water

must be diverted from the streams and applied to the soil.
The Reclamation Act was passed In 1902, by Congress
and signed by President Theodore Roosevelt, It was

enacted to meet the needs in furthering the development of
the natural resources of these arid lands that when corn'.
bined with a supply of water are highly productive.1

Irrigation had taken place in these states prior to
the passing of this act. Organized colonies had de'.
veloped large areas of irrigated land. Modern irri-'

gatton in the United States originated in Utah in 1849
with the arrival of the Mormon people to that area.
Other early irrigation enterprises were also developed
by colonies or developed on an individual arid partner"
ship baste Through these various forms of private
enterprie. some four million acres of land had been
reclaimed by irrigation in these western states by
1889 (5, pp.114"U6).

Thez'. were over 410,000 persons living on farms
which were provided with a full ci' a supplemental Watsx'

supply from Bureau built works by 1951, and
additional
1,500,000 persona made up the 414 towns and cities on or

adjacent to reclamation projects (7, pp.4'?).
The reclamation of the arid portions of the westrn
United Stats. has aided in settling these areas with a
population density that would not have been possible
under the climatic conditions that are normal to tbm,
This period of rec3.stion and development had
other problems, latir ha3 mat other us.. b.stds irz'X
gation.
Tbua the x'ivers became the dominant natural
resource. Without measures to conserve and put water
to use, the lands, for.t, mines, and other resources
afforded scant opportunity fox' deve3opmint' ('7, p.6),
The development of the west was not associated in

entirety with the development of irrigation, Sinc*
the percentage of the population dependent upon agriculture was much higher in the year. of development in
the west, it played an even greater part in populating
the area than it would have under present day farm
technology.

The growth of transportation, and the ability to

care for food of a perishable nature for long periods, ha
greatly reduced the dependence of industrial centres and
of other service centres on agriculture in its isdiats
viol. ni ty.

atm: the Arid Reio

and Size of Farm Unit as

The objective of developing and populating these
reolaimed arid regions has important iplicatioi on the

size of the farm unit which might be considered most
desirable, The larger the farms, the smaller .111 be the
population for a given development. The amel].er the
farms, the greater the density of population which can
suit on a project development. From the point of
imum net social gain it might be implied that the most

desirable siss of farm might be the size that would
yield the largest balance of solvent farms after the
insolvent ones have been deducted, This does not seem
to be a oo*lete criterion for social desirability since
the term 'standard of living" and the full mianing of
the term 'solvent farmer" require more elaboration,
The nunzb
UP)Or

Successful Farmers Which an Area Ii

Dechutø Irrigation District, Jefferson County

Oregon, the irrigation project in which thi. study

was

conducted, contains 50,000 irrl.gable acres and can be used
to illustrate the problem. Should there be one hundred
farmers farming five hundred acres each or five hundred
families on farms averaging one hundred acre.?
Thi'e are problems associated with gaining control
of resources to develop a successful farm unit. The
following statement by Lee is pertinent to thia problem.
"Obviously the prospective water user is the
immediate benefjejai7. Under the present policy of

establishing family size of farms, in order to provide
the maximum opportuni ty for the maximum number of
potential farm operators the benefits to the individual
farmer are hinted, In creating the opportunity for
self employment the creation of maximum repayment
ability is sacrificed"
(3, p.89).
Thc above stateinint regarding payment for the irrigation assessments on the land also ia related to the

ability of the settler to gain control of the nocessary
capital to fuhl develop a farm unit The problems of
increased mechanization and technological changes in
modern farming have accentuated investment problems and
reorganization on many farms. These problems zre even
more acute for many beginning farmer, due to the high
investment required to break into the business of farming. Especially is thie true of irrigation farming.

Irrigation farming in moat areas baa been noted for
the high annual costs wbe oompaz d with other farming

7

areas. This, of course, is the result of such fixed
costs as water charges and also the variabl. charges
associated with the application of the iz'rigatiozi water.
A farm organization is usually required Under irrigation
coditio, that will give a high gross income to meet

these annual costs, in order to leave enough for family
living requirement., If they are beginning irrigation
farmers with the usual capital limitatton, it will bi
necessary, also, to have the gross income pay fox' annual
expenses, build up his quity in the farm business and
provide for an adequate standard of living. They must
build equity either as a means of increasing their own
net income or as a meane of borrowing additional capital
to overcome many problems associated with capital rationing in farming,
The increase in the farmer's equity in his fa
increase his net income by reducing th. annual fix*d
expanses of interest on borrowed capital, The net farm
income as used is meant to include the residual after
diductiona have been made from gross income for gross
expenses, it is the residual that measures the return

to the farmer's own capital investment, his labor and
management.

Ibtenaiye

s tensive

ji5$ of

Due to the intensity of inputs per acre, the success
of many irrigation projects has been built around the

zitoøi of markets for such specialty crop. as canning
vegetables or sugar beets from which a high groas income
per acre may be realized.
In the North unit Peechutes Irrigation D1ztMt very
little in the nature of intensive cropping developed
during the fIve year period covered by thI survey.
L*di
clover and grass seeds accounted for high grosi
incom in the early years and, until 1954, wheat
was
aubstitut.d for the weakeig markets for legume seeds.
Livestock feeding came into some prominence in 1951 end
has increased. i'otatoee are n intensive crop that has
been grown in the area. Many of the oull" potatoes were
marketed through cattle, When prices wez's low for
potatoes some of the best potatoes were marketed in this

way, that Is, they were fed to cattle.
&oale of Qperatios
The survey, upon which the following description of
scale of operations has its basis, took place in the North
Unit Deechutes Irrigation latr1et in Jefferson County,
Oregon.

The scale of operation, or size of

*iat

be reasonably large to enable ;ne settler to realize
financial security. Exteijy types of farming wil).
require the nwubez' of acres to be large in order' to build
up a r'easonab).e e&ze

of busino, If, then, the regula-

tions as to size based on the objectiv, of density of
populato and
agricultu are applied to an
area following xtensiy farming practices, problems are
bound to result,
The following statement from a thesis
area, by Alfred Eugene Van Winkle, has this to say about

size of farms.
"The size-of-farm pattern up to 1948 WUS restricted
by the Bureau's maximnui
acreage limitations, which
specified a maximum of forty irrigable acres for
individual owner, or' eighty acres per family. Iteach
becama
apparent before operctjone on individual farm units
had
progressed vex'y tar that the farm enterprises that were
suited to lands of the North Unit required larger
acreages, This matter
was formally investigated with
the result that In September
1945, a report entitled
"Farm Unit Acreagos, North Unit,
Desobutea Project,"
wae prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation
in support of
the presently effective 160-acre maximum limitation
on
farm ownerships" (9, p.11).

3io

the number of acres in any irrigation project

is limited, the dual objective of having a uocezstul
group of farmer's and still having density of farms creates
problems of adjustment which often result in several
changes in ownership before a successful economic unit has

water receiving

first

949.
farms only includes stu2y

expand can rest the if factor limiting a
beco eventually
will factor that oompetition, or Law by either limited,

a

are management and capital labor, land, of production
of factors four the of any when But community, farming
of development the of analysis economic an in used not

usually is however, economy, static a of concept The
result. surely will problems then economy, static
and management average of

criteria

dual the are based

rnit farming of size the uponwhich oi'l.teni the

a

is

Zf

Unit Farm of Size the of gu3.ation

retailer, a to directly potatoes
sacked and graded selling as such functions, marketing of
performance the increase to is binga farm the creasing
in' of means third The agrIcu].tu. of type intensive
mox'e a by and acreagea
Increased by business of size
in increas, the are They previously. disouaee been have
thes of Two bueins, farm the of size the increasing
of means a as used commonly ways three are There
farm, the selling ci' evacuating on reclaim fully not do
usually they which something energies, family's his of and
lila of aom6th.tg contributes owr Each established,2 been
3.0

without limit, All of the products that are produced on a
arm are the results of labor, land and capital being
combined b- managemeflt,

If there is too nn2ch land in relationship to the
labor, capital and management available, the land cannot
be used to the best advantage. It there is too much
capital inestme in relationship to the land, labor and
management, the capital investment will not be used to the
best advantage, The same problem is also Inherent In the
labor and management situation.

8ine the return to management is one of the et
difficult measurements to make, the assumption for
budgeting and plaig purpoee Is often based on the
average or typical manager without consideration of the

variation which xiøt,
Ma a

d te Ob

Ibdividual and Those

Changes In farming technology and in market demand
are problei which may require a high level of managerial

ability to enable the farmer to continue farming suooess
fully. In the foregoing discussion on the managerial
function of the farmar in combining land, labor and
capital, we have not Introduced the concept of ration..
ality. This is a concept usually associated with the

actions of management. But1 it two farmers have equal

land, equal capital invee,nt and equal labor available,
along with equa] managerial ability, they may react
differently to a given set of market and environmental
circumstances, it would be surprising it they reacted in
the same way, unless one were following the example of

the other.
The differences would come about through differences
In value concepts, One farmer may be willing to work the
longer hours necessary to make fuller use of limitedland

or capital, while another sill value the tine thus spent
in extra effort more highly for leisure and accept a more
mod.rat. return to his labor, oapital and managerial

ability.
This brings out the Importance of realizing

mci's

fully the variability in the sizi of busisa a man may
desire to develop or the limitations that
be placed
upon his managerial ability by limiting him
of operation he may handle efficiently. in

the seals
ga tion

farming acreage restrictions may cause

use of managerial ability.
That th. objectives

and

those of

society may not be similar is another way in which values
may differ, Society can and imiat of necessity take a
much longer view point in the formation of its values than

does the individual. Thi value concept has a conflic
in the development of irrigation farms. The desir of the
1.fldivjdu, may be an exploitive typ of agriculture or ha
may be forced by competitive agencies to expand his
operations in a direction opposite to the early objectives
of society in its development of the arid regions. The
farmer in his operations of his farming bualnass mist
change to new technolog.es, new environments of markets
and the value judgments of those who purchase his goods.

A country, too, .11] be faced with tb. nec.sstty of
recognizing the changing environments in which it lives,
which may lead to reconsideratjon of some of its earlier
policies.
One of the innovations or ohang.a brought on by the
prosperity of agrieu1tue during and following Won
Wap II was the rapid mechanization or the crop
prices. Capital investment has replaced labor, and

family size farms are, of necessity, larger than was the
case a few years ago. Mscbanization o.t livestock feeding

enterprises is progressing.
With these changes In mind, any limitations placed
on size of farm, tro tb. view point of t technology,
and the capital investh,t, and the market competition
only a few years ago, require. reconsideration.

14

The importance of this can be realized if two
have the same comparative advantage In producing a

siirilaz' crop and climatic conditions 112vit it to the
growing of this type of crop, yet one Is limited ii
size of farm it can own or operate.
Thus in considering the size of farm unit,
balancing of the objectives of the individual and society
must be taken into account. They may not parallel each
other and often do not.
Risk and Uncertain

in Relation to farm Size

isk of operations and uncertainty are con
sidored in more detail the variations involved in aanag
ment become more apparent. There are risks involved in
farming which are usually associated with yields of crops
and these may cause large losses in some years. There
are also uncertainties which are associated with prie
situations and the policies of the government on
cultural products.
The large risks and uncertainties involved in tarm"
tug on a large scale are untenable to some farmers. They
prefer the smaller more secure returns that may come from
not taking the large risks or subjecting themselves to
large uncertainties.

One of the inputs in irrigated districts that is

15

large in comparison to other types of farming areas
that of the labor force.
y comprize a large
of the investment in a crop but the etforte may eventually
be wasted it they are applied to too email a unit with too

little capital,
n1ng Control of Resouroe3 of Land and Cpi.tal

The description that follows ha. implications a. far
as gaining control of land and capita]. to combine with
the operator's labor and management. Since the settlers
in the North Unit Deechutes project have still not been
assessed for the construction charges, the following
description does not apply to a mature irrigation
district, This dietinction should be kept in mind
especially when farm equity change (which corresponds in

part to capital accumulation) t. being considered. The
reason why it is stated that equity change corresponds in
part to capital accumulation will be described more fully
when equity change is being considered in Cbaptr III.
When construction charge. are added, which may bø

$190 per acre (8, p.1), the scale of operation moat
successful to follow could v.z'y drastically be changed.
How many irrigated acres a farmer can handle successfully sill depend upon many considerations. It depends
largely on the types of crop or farming organization that

can be carried on most successfully. It depends upon the
capital resources he has or eats borrow. The borrowing of
money will be related to credit souroes, his own equity,

hii attitude and the attitudis of those in control of
credit, also to such things as a safe equity margin, the
ability of the tsm to produce profitably and the ability
of the farmer to handle capita)..
Many very successful busieis men have control o'
several businesses or coanies in none of which they hays
one hundred per cent equity or anything approaching this.
Many successful farmers with high managerial ability
handle land that they only partly own and capital that is
mostly borrowed and yet farm successfully. This is, of
course, related to risk and uncertainty, and farming may
require a higher equity than other types of businesses.
The point under consideration in scale of operations is
that m2oh good managerial ability may be wasted on farms
too small or capital Investment too limited.
A farmer does riot usually own all of his assets
(especially in the initial stages) or he may not farm oaly
land that he owns. The renting of additional land may be
just as advantageous as the borrowing of additional
capital. The rationing of laud may be as serious to him
as the rationing of capita). so often recognized I.

farming.

There is, of course, a dUTerence between a 2t1&fl
owning all of his land and a small amount of capital, and
owning all of his capital investment and renting his land.
The renter I.e only as secure as his tenure arrangement.

In farming be often lacks security of tenur,
and the importance of a fair lease to the operator and to
the owner is important. Security of tenure is considered
here to be one of th. provisions of a fair lease. Often
the farm operator Interests are better protected by
loaning institutional provisions than are found In the

make him.

regulation of tenure arrangements.
A research bulletin by Heady, Back and Peterson has
the following quotation relating to farm capita]..
The amount of' capttal used by an operator is
limited quite largely by his own equity because of
uncertainty in using borrowed capital. Th. capital
of a beginning operator I. limited to his equity
plus his credit limit (either his own 3.l.mit or that
of credit firma" (2, p.384).

The farmera in the salo under consideration owned
about '1 pox' cent of their farm assets (as aeuured by
farm equity) over the five year period of this study.
About 35 per cent of the land was also rented, this coming
chiefly on the larger farms, since this is the only way
they could enlarge their farms past the 160 acre

3$

on.

Table 1, Average percentage of farm assets owned by the
farm operator and percentage of land faid,
owned by the operator, group of 44 farm
operator, 1949.1953, North Unit Deschutes,
1949
950
951
952
1955
Farm asaet
16,336 23,905 2,176
LibX1iti
_4572 7,26
Owners' equity
$j_
Percentage owners'
equity
72
70
79
Percentage of land

-

farmed, Owned by

the operator

70

'75

82

following statement in an article 3ucosfu].
Irrigated Farm Devej.opment" by Stewart relates to this

problem of tenure,
'The Federa. reclamation laws have deterred

extensive leasing in irrigation areas. Historically,
individual settlers have not had sufficient funds to
develop irrigated terms. What ax'. the possibilite
of a large portion of
farms being developed by
private investox' and these
leaaød to settlers on a basis
which gives adequate stability and income poeaibi1
itiea, If it is desirable to
the size of
unit this restriction could berestrict
made on the basis of
the operating rather than the ownership unite Ce,
p.114),

6

C

AREA UNDER STUDY AND

NThe North Unit

ThODOL0G

Desobutes irrigation district

containe approximately 50,000 irrigable acres. The
growing seaaon is about 130 frost free days which
Oxtenda from about mid May to the first of October.
The annual precipitation averages about nine inches.
Six inches of this normally falls outside the grow
ing season making the area unsuited without irriga'
tion to moot cultivated crops. The area was produc.
ing winter wheat and range forage prior to the
development of irrigation. Yost of the land under
study was broken before the development of the

irrigation district" (4, pp.5-6).
Msthod oX Study

The first farm records wore taken in November and
December oX 1949 and were taken eaoh succeeding year at
that time until December 1953. The inventories are as
of October 3]., in each year and the gross macms
measurement is for the accounting year prior to October
31, for each period.
No attempt was made to g.t costs of production
or not farm income. While such information would have
boon useful it would have 1imnensely complicated th.
work of collection and analysis of the data. A every
researcher knows time and cost are factors limiting
the quantity oX data which can be collected and used.

Efficincy in research requires value to be balanced
with cost. In this study a greater number of farms
was considered to be of more value than greater detail
pox' faralt (4, p.7).
"Productjo coats and family living coats are
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kept to a mininwm during the period of farm døvelopment.
Usually
surplus income is invested In the farm. The
operator allincreased
equity in farm investment through'.
out the period sill show his economic progrese' (4,
pp.7".8).

"The extent to which investmet is devoted to the
farm dwelling and family automobile will indicate
relative levels of living over ti e and between farms"

(4, p.8).

Sioe the financial development of these farmers
and the typo of farming which developed during this time
have had considerable influence on the measures which
wore intended as indicators of SUCCeSS in farming, (in
these quotations, relating to the descriptions of the
method of study,) then, some elaboration on the accountug methods used and in their Interpretation seems very
important.
Aa produotio costs were not obtained, gross income
is one measure of success which was available and wi.3l

be used in the following description of the area. Gross
income will be associated closely with gross production
efficiency, since similar types of crops were grown on
most of these farms during the period of the survey.
This similarity becomes more apparent when large aggregates of aoz'eages are considered, thus the differences in
organization which would eppear in farm to farm compari-

sons will be largely eliminated. No attempt will be made

2]

this anc.lyeis to measure the success or failur
typos of farming or of particular crops as they are
associated with individual farm capital, size of farm unit
and the management of the farm.

The indicator of family living as revealed by
investment in the family automobile and farm dwe].li
several limitations in its use. Since many families

sacrifice on other needs in order to have the latest
model oar or the beat looking house in the district, this
would not always indicate a high net
income
It is very likely that the value judgments and
desires of the people having large scale operation, as
measured by irrigated acres, would differ very imcb from
the people on the smaller farms who may be much more
conservative or' placi less value on outward show.

may also be tau that the smaller farm may be operated
by a farmer with the same inherent qualities but who Is
limited in his expression by restrictions of capital or
land. Bradford and Johnson bring out these values when
they indicate the importance of the farm manager in the
subjective choioee which must be made between the farm

business and the family, the importance of reinvestment
or consumption of current income decisions and the
further decision of using energy in the farm business or

the welfare instithtio

of the oónunity Cl,pp.3"4).
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It is from the net farm income that a farmer siet
obtain his 3.ivingarzd build up his equity if he is not
to use up capital accui1atj.on. Ue can,ot course, do
other thinga with his net income; one of it may go into
bonds, other investments or banic balances. Alec, ha may
be receiving sources of outside income which may go into
tamily living or into increasing his equity in the farm,
This association of net worth change (or equity
change), net farm income and family living expenses, have
important inlicationa in th full meaning of auceese in
farming that will be shown by an increase in the farmer'.
investment or equity change in the farm investment.
The change in net worti occurring from year to year
is one of th. most commonly us.d measures oX financial
progress of the farmer. How this measure should be
interpreted depends largely upon the methods 'loyed
in the inventory valuation.. Au increase in net worth

may be the result either of a rising price level or it
could be brought about from income larger than that
decided as desirable to be consumed for family living
expenses, A decrease in et worth, on the other band,
may result from lower inventory valuations due to price
level reductions, opez'ation of th. business at a loss, or
an income insufficient to meet farm living expenses,
requiring the farmer to dip into oaptal accumulation for

his family living.
The way in which not worth changes ax's brought about
could be summarized in this manner. Increases in assets

and decreases 1.n liabiljtiøø cause an increase in net
worth; whereas, decea
in assets and increaee in

liabilities result in a decrease In net worth.
ow much of a farmer's net income goes back into
and bow much of his farm capital be may b using for
personal living can be ch.elced in the following manuel',
assuming no outside income. A list of all property (both

financial and phyelcal property) may be prepared and a
list of debts compiled. The differ.ncø in value wi3.l
give the net worth or the
equity in these assets.
A increase in et worth or operator's equity
occurring
from one year to the next wUl indicat, that th* family
is not using all of the net income for current living
expenses but is saving or investing part of the nt
farm income. The type of inventory here would include
all assets owned by the farmr etnos be may wish to
invest in other types of assets besides those directly
related to the farm. This may be In th. form of urban
property or In government bonds as a means of offsetting
much of the risk and uncertainty associated with farming.
Thaze are other 2.mpoz'tant aspects of net worth ox'
equity change that will influenc, th. amount of net farm
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Income which shows

up as an Increase iu the operator's
equity, As the size of the farm operator's equity
ifloreases his ability to borrow also increases end the
competition for a higher leve. of living may take over
much of the net income which might otherwje have gone
iuto increasing his L'ara equity. Competition with other
investments also becomes keener as the farmer reaches a
more mature financial deve3opa.nt. This would lead to the

bypthø15 that the more highly capitalized and successful
a farmer becomes the less efficient will the net worth
ohang. be as an indicator of financial progress, since
more of it would go into family living,

in th. data available, the total assets

were

not taken, than much of what would be sxpeted to s1ow up
as an increase in net worth will not appear as equity
increase.3 Thus farmers who may have relatively large
assets when cash balances and other iystm.t. are
3,

The turidarnintal equation of accounting is Assets
Proprietorship or as the equation is
more commonly used, Assets Liabilities
+ Proprietor..
ship, Another way of looking at this equation
and

Liabilities

more in line with the dieujo of this section and
related problems i Aetg Equities. The equities
oonait of two groups, the interests of the creditors
and the interests of the owners, thus the equation
S

Assets * C1'Sdl.torsf Equities (Liabilities)
Owner's Equity (Net Worth or Proprietorskjp)

ooflsid.red may not show an equity increase on the

tianoja1 statement uad.
In the financial statements taken at the end of each
accounting year, the omission on the asset aide of such
itms as bank balances, bonds, life insuranoc, even his
pei'eonal household goods, will Understate his perso
worth ci' his aquity,
Because the relationship between the household and
the farm as a busiø. unit are vex'$ closely associated,
the study of one without eons regard for the condition of
the other leads to diffIculties in using equity change in
farm assets only, as a criterion of the financial gain or
even of financial success.
The total value of assets controlled by any farmer
does not measure his financial eapacity because it is
also the riame' in which these assets are invested which
may mean success or failure, This is one of the problems
of management,

The amount of net income consumed by different

families for living expenses varies greatly. The level of
living (amount used for trips, supporting children In
college, etc.) has a great Influenc, on how nniob. of the
current income will be used.
With the windta11W profits that accrued due to the
miracle" crop of Ladio clover during the early
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development or this area, capital aooumola
standard of living wez'e possible.
Another aspeot rela ted to equity ehan

of success is the percentage equity that a

and a

owns of

his capital, TwO farmers with the satne gross inco may
have different interest expense due to variation in their
equity position, A farmer with a 100 per cent equity will
have no interest payments to make while a farmer with a
50 per cent equity will have interest payments, This
difference in equity would affect the net income of these
two farmers and thus their ability to Increase their own

capital aituatio,
Thus to sum up many of these thoughts, the amoun
gross income that will go into equity change i1.l depend
upon many things. Among these considerations are the
values that the operator and his family hold abou

vestment, his subjective valuations of future events,
own capital position, as well as the a
des or lending

istitutioe, the family-firm relationship which exists,
and also upon the efficiency of the farm businsee as
represented by the gross ratio. A low gross ratio means
that a low portion of the gross income Is being consumed
by gross expenses.
Since biological factors such as yield of crops and
health of animals play oh a large part in the fInancial
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aucaeu ot tariing .)ong with the abiliti at the operator,
weaknesses may not ahow up from management or other

sources until many years have passed.
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CRAPTER IV
ARMS GIVING CON

OtIS RECORDS FOR FIVE YEARS 1949-1953

For this part of the analysis the farm records and
financial reports of 44 farm operators giving continuous
record. over the five year period of the survey will be
analyzed.

The farmers who did not give continuous records
will be treated in a separate part where an inventory wi.13

be made of characteristIcs or reasons for their not continuing farming for all five years.
Any inference made from this 5a4*4e about the total
rigation project would only be for those farmars who

rted farming near the start of the irrigation d.velopu
t and wers still operating the aai farm five yeaz's

later. The farmers in this sample were farming well over
10 per cent of the irrigable acres in the district by
1953.

e ofperatjon
The focusing of attention on thi siz. of farms as
measured by irrigated acres is to bring attention to the
concept that market competition between area. with

potential, for similar crops will bring about d3uetasnts
in the size of farm most profitable to farm. There bae
been a decline in the percentage of the population engaged
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in agi'iculture In the United States and this has been

8ueated as a solution to the "agricultural problem".
The importance of density of population being a goal of
society would seem directly opposed to this solution to
the "agricultural problem". The ability of the irrigation
farmer to develop an economic unit through larger scale of
farm operation; would seem to come closer to this goal of
society than the maintenance of large numbers of people

on irrigated farms, Especially is this true, if the
larger numbers of farmers means sharing the same returns,
only in smaller portions. The scale of operations a
farmer may successfully follow may become limited by
variability related to price changes and to changing
government policies concerning farm products, When he is

further regulated as to farm unit size it may work a
hardship to the farmer, Rowever, it could work to his
benefit, as wall, it the type of extensive farming
associated with hi.; success is soon to intensify,
The results of this survey show the probleina aseoàtatsd with farming at different scales of operations when
price regulation; or market competition are pitted again.
a farmer's ability to be flexible, Flexibility is one of
the management functions which can be used to meet

variation; in market demand,

There are so many problems

in agriculture directly related to this situation that
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regu.1.ations baid on other considerations than that 0
welfare of the farmer may cause hardships and more mal-'
allocation of resources than necessary.
Since the managerial ability and Values of thess

farmers differ, it I.e one of the factors reflected in the
varying sire of farm uitø, Since acreage restriction.
are also a factor, and capital limitations influence a
of business, these are other influences at work in the
size of farm unit. as measured by irrigated acreag.
ISthod of A
To describe

ults of farming on farms of
varying size, the sample has been ranked in aiz by
irrigated acres, Thi. ranked sa'le was then dividid
into tour groups, each having approximately 25 per cent
of the irrigated acreage of the sample. Group one
contained the largest faiiis by irrigated aoreag and
group four contained the smallest farms. Ths group
characteristics are then noted.
of Fa
Tab1

2 shows the number of farmers in each group
and also the percentage of the total irrigated acreage
the sample which they represent, The mportanos of an

earlier statement about popu).ation derail an be
realized from the grouping in 1953 when
armere of
the
t of the
'P1 Of 44 aIX'S fai'n4ng alst 24 per
total acreage. There baa bier no great change in the

distribution between groups in the tii years of

he

survey.

at
r a %or
No.

r total

ii'rlg.
ors.

No.

ta

No.

total

m irrig,
*

acres

ta
a

26.35 5 25.74
2
24.96 9 25.59 9
3 11 24.94 31 24.02 11
420 23.76
24.64
100.0 44 99 99
1

5
8

%of

total

total

irrig.

acres
24.74
24.68

irz'ig.
so
4
9
12

24.99
25.59, a
00.00 44

%ot

total
irrig.

acres

25.54 5 23.57
25.41 8 25.66
25.00 12 25.74
24.05
,
L9L

00...

9999

ha. bsen an increase in the av.z'age of the
irrigated acreagea in the sample over the five years as
oar be seen by Table 5 which gives the irrigated acres In
each group, the total acres irrigated in each year and
tb. average per operator.
Table 4 gives the average size of farm in the groups
for the five years, The variation within each group for
the five years is shown in Table 5.
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Tabi

0.0

Total irrigated acres

44 farms ranked by size

Deachu tea.
949

950

2
3
4

1,164
1,165

Total

4664

1,403
1,517
1.351
5.482

I

,229 Ac. 1,

Average

el' fa

he four size groups,

949-1955, North Unit

98

1,419 Ac. 1,451 Ac, 1,452 Ac
1,581
1,444
1,435
1,420.5 1,586
1,433
46?.5 Z1363.3 1541,5
129.1

124.6

0

Table 4. Irrigated aox'ee per operator in the four size
groups, 44 farms, 1949-1953, North Unit
a ohu tea.

1
2

3
4

Tab

245.8 Ac. 282.2
145.5
155.9
105.7
119.7
55.4
'71,1

354.8

15?, 2

130.5

5.4

362.8 La. 484
160.4
118.4
71.9

ion in irrigated a
the four size groups, 44 fa

2
3
4

Total

163*342
130 -3. 5'?

77-150

00- 78

197.6
132.2

73.4

oh 01

North

t Deaobutes.

3.

A

Lgated acres per farm)
184-402
149-175
90-146

215-447
148-188
112-147

222-443
149-215
95-14?

49- 84

446-536
153-288
100-152
51-104

35-402

52-447

49-441

51-556

variation 00-

35- 85

52-95

igee of the smaller operators
have remained about the sa.e for the five ie period
after the initial stage of development was completed in
The average

S4

The large farms ta3.].tng in th. upper 50 per cent of
the group had continued to enlarge their farms as möaeured
by irrigated acreage over the five year perXod.
1949.

The variations in size of farm reflects the type of
agricultur. of the area, the managerial ability and values
of the farm familise.
also reflects th. problems
associated with gaining of contro: of the reources of
land and capital to combine with their labor and aanage
merit to fulfill their desires and values In successful,
healthy living.
$

Income by

Grows

It management were a limiting factor then it would
be logical to expect the gross farm
to be lower on
the farina falling in the upper 26 per cent group. A full
analysis of the gross income for the five years will not
show this to have been a result, This section $.i related
to the value of produce from an acre of irrigated land,
This could be a v.i'y important long vies interest of
society when the future expansion of population and the
need for an increasing supply of food is conaidered, A
consideration of ho. the individual operator made out
will be discussed in the following section.

Table 6 indicates that there was little difference in
gross income for the size groups. This can more clearly

be seen when the proper adjustment. to Table 6 have been
made to enable the making of direct comparisons.
Tab

:i.

2
5
4

Total operators' g
size .rou.a 194976,20

26,3?

83,304 275,591
81,110 214,628

_742 237&745
1 .361*954 335

The figures

8

3

income

North

252,405200,463127,24

257,897 207,959 177,412 982,183
297,592 159,732 194,887 94'7,949
293.,830 62 025
438
913 780,
099 724,730 7 65O.97..3.T2

Table 8 are for gross income of
slightly difteren acreage since farms, of course, did not
come in the exact lie to bre&k down In this manner. In
Table 7, however, the ad3tnent has been made to give the
gross income on exactly 25 p.r cant of th. total of each
group. (This assumes the same rates of production on
acreages subjected to only slight changes in scale of
operation a. measured by irrigated acres.)

Table 7. Total operator gross income in each of the
tour size groups, adjusted to have each group
represent returns on equal number of irrigated
-

49-1953 North Unit Desobutes

,8

2
5
4

Total

2,304
2 ,
,24
4,6
63407 269,207 263,115 204,573 172,835
81,317 223,350 299,798 159,730 3.89,251
?4i449.243.ii83p287jt079j.681451 ).53.,302
-I

Average
group

acreage

* total

3. 370.5 3. 445.825

973,155
953,446
922,462

0.125

of looking at this same comparison
which, although 2. wil]. not bring out the magnitude of the
production of the acreages, is to make the comparison on
a per acre basis. This comparison is made in Table 8.
Another mean

Gpø neorne per' irrigated ac
tour size groups, 1949-1955,
Desohutse,
2
3

2.0

54.58
69.74
63.85

in each o:
tb Unit
a

60.43
3.96.45
162,97
75.98

177.

3.82.26

207.6'?
98 86

.3.6

3.44.02

112.45

8,59

87.63
112.22

3.22.88
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Since thse tables contain only tb. opere.tors' share
of the total production from these farms, this per acre
comparison is not a fair comparison of the production by
size groups. To meet this criticism, the gross income
has been recalculated to include the rent paid to the
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Table U. Total gross income including landlord's share
of crops per trrl.gated acre in each of the four

ize .roue

3.

2

3
4

60.88
75.48
70.72

L&bor and Equipnten

1949-3.953

201.14
215.49
170.87
188.32

North Unit Deechutee.

19.81
207.95
218.58

239.6B

180.26
163.47
121.22
3.34.79

07.36
128.50
124.03
109.46

Ueød by Sisi Groups

These adjustments show that the abov production was

greater on the acreage. associated with the larger operatore, Tablø 12 and Table 13 show that this was produced
for the most part with 3ess labor, and with less investsent per acre in equipment.
Table
Grou

Labor in n months per irrigated acre Lu each
of the four stz groups, 1949-'1953, North Uflit
Deobut
949

1950

195

0.118
0.155
0,194

0.129
0 157
0,154
0.182

0.128
0,159
0.172
0.190

2.

2
5
4

952

0.116

0,17)

0.170
0.193

195

0.090
0,132
0.129
0.183

Investment per rrigated acre
each of the four size groups,
Unit Desebutos,
2
3

4

.85
52.0]
50.89
58.36

1.

76.38
66.79
72.78

.6
84.51
107.29
89 4i

.5

102.54
101.50
98.17

75.80
95.46
103.87

oak and

Since the livestock feeding enterpr1.a seems to be
also of
gaining in prominence in this project,
importance to see how this enterpx'iae baa been developing
in the four size groups as shown by the per acre invest'

ment in cattle,
Tab

Gron
1

2

5

4

4,

Investment per I
d acre in liv oak
each of the tour size groups, 1949-195 , North
Unit Deschutes.
949

950

.34
2.04
6 66
5.46

18.25
13.47
6.93
8 77

.7
26,28
31.20
15.24

152

40.03
54.42
15.92
26.08

.64

5.54

25,82
30.92

This shows the increasing reliance on cattle as a
means of marketing the crops grown in the area. To give a
more complete picture of the crops grown in the area during this period and to show this pattern was to2lowed in
the four groups, the figures in Table 15 have been
prepared. They give an indication of the importanos of
the various crops.
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Table 3.5.

Total acreagea in various irrigated crops o
the four size groups of ftu'aa, 1949-1955, North
Unit Desobut

950

Ladi.no

olov

Red

1
2
3
4
1

clover 2

3
4

Alfalfa

3.

2
3

4

(Acres)
71
3.20

168

33.

39
116
4

6
110
15
61

818
544
625

875
666
756
879

171
353
186

3.3.5

53
16'?

153
212
244
252

Permanent 1

pasture

Peas

2

38
29

1

30
10
38

2

3
4

Potatoes

Grain

Other

1

2
3
4

1
2
5
4

24
85

1,025
952

799
757

1
2

3
4
4

321

U?

154
47

755
854
810

243

50

124
134
53

817.8
107.5
132
45

-

225
267
205

153.5

59

52

27

2

5
4

195

99

3.8

210
159

94.5
91

107.3

296
261
315

52.5

24
3.98

269

224.5
129
121
108

122.5

21

103
89
62

119
10
32
17

95
10

97
355

193
247

228
142
194
213

-

=

3.5

54)

0,

36
3.74

4.5

22

349
388
125

233
177
3.02

52

676
655
722

200.8

760.5

67

25

5 482.0 5 734.8 5 68

81

24.5
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The movement out of grain in 1950 can be explained

by the profits in ladino and the movement back to grains
in the later years caine a. a result of the weakening of
the markets for thie ol'op. A more complet. analysis of
those farmer. who made the greatest success of farming
within groups would show in more clear relief the crops
and enterprises associated with suCcessful farming, and

their ability to adjust to a more profitable organization.
Returns

toi On These I"our Size Gpou.s of Pa

The other side to the above description is based on
a per operator basis between these varying size farms, and
what happened to tbe&r equity during this period. This
will include a description of both gross income and equity
change although the limitations to the use of equity
change have been out1ied in Chapter XII. As wes
indicated in the previous chapter, the intensive type
crops and especially the large net returns froa ladino
wer. a great boost in the early year. of development of
the area. As markets for extensive types of crops
weakened, the advantage. or the benefits showing up as
equity change would be expected to differ in the later
years of th, study.
The advantage to the large farmer would be less ZO*
growing extensive crops unless he
'ket them

profitably through some means such as livestock. The used
for study of livestock feeding in this area and other
market outlets for various crops seems highly desirable
the present tiin beoaue of th.. problems these farmers

face from "diverted aores.4
The problem of "diverted acres" can be even more
serious in an irrigation project if they have no alterna".
tivee, Theae problems are beyond the scop or this thesis
but are raised at this point booauae adjustments in scale

of operation to a different type of agricultural "climate
Is in progress at the tire of writing.
Table 16 gives tb. gross income per operator over
five years for these groups and shows the variabilities of
their average gross income dUring the time of tb. sUrvey.
Table

2

3
4

6. Average gross income per operator by size
rou.s l949l963 North Unit Desottutes.
,241 145,274 63,101 50,116
,4l4 2l6,
7,913 30,621 28,655 23,108 22376 112,471
7,374 19,512 27,054 3.3,51]. 16,241 63,492
3 537 12 513 14,592 8 528 7 211 46 381

t shows the greater gross income that would be
expected from the larger farms. This, of oourse, is only
4,

Acreage aLlotmente and controls were again put into
force on wheat In 1954.

important it net farm income were to follow the gross farm
income. It can also be realized that the diseconomie. of
scale have not been apparent as tar as the gross income is
concerned. Just what adjustments could be made within the
present market situations and conditions most likely to
occur in the near future could be studied with a budget
analysis o the basis of the resources of land, labor,
capital and management availabl, in the area. The value
judgments of society as measured In the regulations

concerning the district and the prices offered for the
products produced is one side of the problem; on the other
side is the problem of the operator' to maximiss his
satisfactions Over time. This would require treedom of
choice in the alternatives that face him in his subject
valuations of future events.
Average equity change per' operator by
rou.s 1950-1955 North Unit D.eohutei
Grou

farmers on the larger farma had a greater

increase in equity; that this greater increase In equity
was also associated with a greater variability shows up
with the inclusion of the 1953 data. This relationship Is

shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Variation of average equity for the tour aizi

groups, 19501985, and the variation of average

gross income per operator for the four size

ue

949-1955

)Up
3.

2

5

4

I
2

5

, 32

9,843

9,134

4428
,24
7,913
7,374
537

North Unit Deachul

aul.

to

to

240

1,663
1 015

63401

to

30,821
27,054
34 592

a

20,615
9,503
7,471
41

7,880
22,708
19,680
11 058

The equity change in 1953 went very much against the
larger producer and although the limitations of equity

chang. as an analysis tool in this study have been indicated, itill the change has been large enough to indicats
a need for investigation and concern. It equity decreases
of this magnitude oontinus only a few years, tha capital
position of the farmer will become weakened to such *
degree that be will have to go out of business. These are
som of the risks and uncezitaluties associated with large
scale operations. The email operator may be able to
ageiniflate a small 3.oes by accepting a lower standard of

living, the large operator may have to dp into his
capital accumulation to weather his losses. How well.

these largar operators will be able to adjust to the
problems facing agriculture today are situations which

this historical description will not answer. The
historical description will serve, however, to subetantiate icb of what theory would expect under the conditions
that have been experienced by thee, farmers. It seems
evident that they are about to enter a period requiring
greater adjustment and managerial ability than they have
previously experienced.
It those farmers continue to grow extensive crops
on acreage allotments meant for the country as a whole,

they are going to find it difficult to have net returns
over the cost of irrigation and the cost of th. other
input. required in the oparatton of their farms.
The feeding of livestock has been one enterprise
which has been growing in importance since the project
began. It would seem still to be mostly a means of
making greater use of available labor and as a market for
home grown teed. The adjustments most profitable for
these farmers to mak. would require further analysis and
subjective valuations as to future events. The type of

inoreae in this five year period in livestock may only
have been the type of adjustment needed to make use of
otherwise idle resources, The type of adjustment that an
analysis such as budgeting would include is for cash crops

to be substituted for feed crops and the livestock ant
prise enlarged greatly.
The total investment of the 44 farmers in lives to ok
grew from *8,055 in the beginning of 1949 to $195,489 by

This increase occurred even though market prices
had dropped about 12 per cent from 1949 to 1955.
Due to unfavorable pric, situations ibich developed
during part of the feeding periods, some of the increased
1953.

activity in the livestock enterprises may not have met
with the desired success from turning to this more
intensive type of agriculture. Heavy losses were sustained by a few of these farmer. who purchased rather
large lots of feeders at high prices in 1951.

Chanes In Assits and Liabilities of the Grout of 44
'armors

Before discussing the characteristics of those
farmers who started farming in 1949 and later dic
continued farming these farms, a more complete description
of the equity change of the farnsra who gave records in
the five years of the survey will be examined. Although
the data collected contained a much more complete desorip-

tion of the liabilities than is shown In Table 19, It was
decided to omit a description of this from the analysis.
This was not done to minimize its importance, sines the

Tab].. 19. Averag. assets, liabfli ties and Operators' q4ty of th. 44 farms
1949-1953, and the average change in assets,
i.e and operitoz'e'
- ui
1950-3.953

North Unit Dschutes,

Land value $ 5,096 $4 711 4 5,806 4. 418 $ 6,224 44 831 $ 7,055 $ ,].55 * 8,208
Building
inventory

4,380

Water

facilities

115

Equipmsnt
957

Lives took

601

Total

'

167

+3,433

Auto

Total

6,260

+

9,224
4

49

20 2,950 11,570

310

9,534

985

10,51?

22

228

324

352

248 11,818

292.

11,527

613

1,570

32

1,755

117

1,870

89].

1,492

318? .1,263

4.450,

35

4.397

Assets $16,335 $+7,5?O $23,905 4.8,271 432,3.76 *42,642 434,818 $42,053 436,8*11

liabilities

-

4,572 42,692

7,264

559

7 803

Operators'
Equity 411,763 4.4,878 416,643. $47,732 $24,373

396

7 407 .3. 163.

8 588

*27,411 $4 892 *28,303
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credit available has and will be an important factor I
the development of the area0 Its omission was decided

upon because of the i.ortanee of credit and the need for
a more complete analysis than would be possible in this
manuscript.

The increase in land value is a dii'eet r

of

land leveling and inprovsments to land. The la:
increase in the building Inventories and machinery
inventories in 1950 and 1951 were the results of the need
for aocunnilstl.n.g neoessary homes and machinery In early

development of the faza. But it was also made possible
by the high gross incomes realized in these two years
from Ladino clover seed production.
3ince livestock inventory change was very closely

associated with price level changes for livestock, the
reduction in 1953 in this inventory was a reflection of
the markets and not a disappearance of livestock from
these farms. Beef cattle prices declined 2025 per cent
during this period. The equipment inventory decline in
1953 would lead to a suapl.cion of changing needs for
machinery. Also it could have been a need to allow
machinery depreciation to take p].ac without replacement,

either an a means of adjustment or as a need of diem-

veetnt to bolster family living expenses.

CRAPTER V

AIUIERS NOT GIVING CON?

a chapter will discuss the aharaat.z'istia.
the farmer. who started in 1949 and gave up farming their
units by 1955. There were twelve of these in 2949 and
1950. Their nuidber dropped to sloven in 1951 and to
eight in 3.982. By 3953 th*'y had all discontinued farming
these farm units.
eason. fora Farmer Diacontinu

There are, of course, a number of reasons for a
farmer continuing to farm or for him to go out of business. He may continue even under various adverse
conditiona or he may go out of business because of
better alternatives even under favorable farming conditions, Re may discontinue farming beøause of poor

health, a desire to retire, an unsuitable type of farm
or a standard of living which may seem untenable to him

or his family,
armers ho Started

lusiona can be drawn as to the
reasons for these farmers discontinuing farming from the
No co

following data. The
otezistic which seemed to be the
most significant was
3.ow average acreag. of these
farms as compared with the average acreage of th. farms
operated continuously by the eaa* operator.
The oomparison is made in Table 20 and Table 21
between the average of these farmers who left their farm
units and the average of the 44 giving continuous records
1949s1955 and also compared is the averages from the aisi
group 4 having the smallest farms in the previous
analysis of scale of operation on the 44 farms 19491g53.

his 20. Comparison at average acreage, average assets,
liabilities and operators' equity psi' irrigated
acre, arid average labor per irrigated acre for'
the 44 tanner's giving continuous records, for
the size group 4 of these tar'mers, and tar
hose tanners giving p their farms, 19491953,
North Unit Dchutøs.
&vez'age ot44 tai'mers
Average acreage
106.0

124,6

130.5

129.1

140.3.

Assete per acre $154.10 $191.8'? *246.88 *269.63 *263.34
Liabi]itjø per
acre $ 45.33 $ 58.5]. $ 59.87 $ 57.36 $ 61.19
Operator' equity
per acre *110,98 *133.56 *187.01 *232.27 $202.15
Labor in man
months per acre
0.].
0.:55 0.16 2 0. 62 0.129

Avørae of sire group 4
Aver'age acreage

55.4

73 38

73.4
Aeeit per acre *205.46 *222.13 *263.06 $305.94 $328.88
Liabilities per
acre $ 67.07 * 81.85 $ 70.54 $ 69.56 $ 74.32
Operators' equity
per acre *3.38.39 *3.40.28 *192.52 *236.38 $254.56
Labor in man
tithe 'raez"e 0.
0.182 0.
0.193 0.165

!era

Average acreage

A*t per acre

Liabilities per

66.4

tarm
83.1

71.91

78.125

*172.51 $172.08 $211.88 $218.20

acre $ 83.51 $ 72.56 $ 65,09
Operators' equity
per acre $118.75 $ 99.52 $146.79
Labor in man
months 'en acre
0 39
0.204 0.2
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Coniparison of the investment per irrigated acz'e
in equipment and in livestock for the 44
farmers giving continuous records, for the sis
group 4 of theee farmers, and for those farmers
giving up their farms, 1949-3.953, North Unit
Dechutea.

Tab

Average o

Investment p

uipment
14.yeetook

.32
*35.59 $89.19 $88.aa $91.52
5.67 33.97 24.30 34.30 33 .40

Equipment

$58.36 $72.78 $89,. *98.17 *05.87

*verag or s1z* group 4
Xnv.atmont per acres

i4vee took
346 8.'?? 3.5 24 26.08
Average of taz'niors g v ng up farms

Invetment per aore*
Equipment

L1v08 took

*59.25 *68.88 *94.84 $91.Q
361 6.08 #85 7

A more complete analysis of these farmers' business
situation would be necessary to give economic reasons for
their not remaining on these farms. Table 20 shows that
the farmers not continuing on the farm units averaged

much smaller by irrigated acres than the 44 fsmrs. They
averaged larger by irrigated acres than the farms in group
4 which were the smallest farms in the continuous sample.
Tb.. assets of these farmers who gave up their farms
were about the same as those in the total sample of 44
but were lower per sore than those of else group 4 with
the lowest acreag. of the continuous farms. Tb equity
position of the discontinuous group was about the same p.r
acre as the average of the 44 farmers and the farmers of

ice group 4 at the start, however, it steadily detertorated in relation to thee. two groups.
The diontinua group had about as much or more
investment in equipment per acre as the other two groups
and as niuch or more labor available per acre while the
were farming.
Thus it becomes even more apparent that many reasons

may have caused these farmers to go out at farming on

these units. Since the data gave only a partial financial
statement the equity as shown way be understated, that is
they may have been investing elsewhere.

From sl.z group 4, the smallest fares of the
continuous group, it can be seen that some farmers of a
similar size to these tares stayed in businese for the
five years and even increased their iquity in the tare
during this t1mø,
is not possible from these data to
say whether the pe
increased their farm equity by a
lower standard of living ox' that their attributes were
such as to enable success where others might fail,
The farmers who left their faism units may have asen
opportunities to buy or rent larger farms or other oppor.tunitlea may have arteen.
That farmers Left farmi much smaller than the averag
even though they had equipment investment per acre and
livestock irzvetment per acre comparable to the avenge

53

give. strength to the b
one reason for thir
leaving thcs farms was that the farms were too uafl,
under the market condition. that prevailed, to give them
the standard of living they and th.ir families desired.

yr
SUMMA1

The farmers giving data in the North Unit Desehutes
Irrigation District, 3.949-1953, have been discussed under
two main headingss

1. The 44 farmers who gave continuous records,
1949-1953.

Those who started farming In 3.949 but who

later gave up operating these unite.

The following sury will be outlind under these
ma,jor heading
Tb.e 44 Farmers Who Gave Continuous Records

1949-1953.

The average assets of these 44 farmers had increased
from $18,335 at the fall of 1949 to $3,87]. by the fall of
1953. Thgjr farm equity as shown by the data gathered had
increased from 72 to 77 per cent over this period.
.00 44 farmers wez'e ranked in size by irrigated
roe, 1949 to 1953, and were divided into tour groups
with approximately 25 per cent of the total irrigated

acres In each. Group I contained the largest farms. The
farms were smaller in each succeeding group, with group 4
having the smallest farms. Thus each group represents an
equivalent acreage farmed by successively more farmers on

smaller uni
Five of t1 44 'armex's faa'*d 26 per cant of the farm
land as miasured by irrigated sores in 1949 and thre. were
farming 24 par cent of the land in 1953. Thirty one of
the 44 farmers faziisd 49 per cent of the land in 1949 and
thirty three of them were farming 5]. per cent of the land
in 1953.
The variation in farm size by irrl.gated acres was
frOm 0 to 342 acres In 1949 and from 51 to 536 sores in
1985. The average size of farm for the sample was 106
acres in 1949 and 140 sores in 1953.
The gross income producid for the five yeazs
including landlord's share was $4,176,555. There was only

a alight diffrenoe between the total produced by the fOur
size groups, When adjustments were made to have equal
sores represented, the distribution of gross tncom was
25.47 per cent, 26.24 per cent, 23.94 p.r cent and 24.56
per cent of the acreage, This shows very little difference
in th. total production of this land under different siss
patterns, management and the other characteristics that
would be associated with it. The gross returns per acre
were almost the same in each a2.s group. The important
item, however, is the other aide of the analysis. ow did
the individual operators mike out on these different alas
farms?
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having the greatest sqtity gain in
1950 to 1953, and also the greatest
change from year to

our yea:

Psu

on in equity

Is.

The size or scale of operations should be viewed from
the position of a dynamic economy. The variations ifl
oonaratjve advntagoa between thce groups reflects the
different oonditio of markets and environment which
existed in these yea

These farms were. much smaller in size than the avsz

age of the 44 farms as measured by irrigated acres but
were larger than many who were still farming after five
years. Their equity position per acre was much poorer
than the other farms, and this would place them In a
position to move easily. It may have been a cause for
the move. A closer study would need to be made of this
group to give further economic reasons for their dis
continuing on these farms.
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